The longitudinal polarization ofΛ produced in the current fragmentation region of polarized lepton DIS off polarized and unpolarized target is described both in the simple formalism with factorized fragmentation functions as well as within intrinsic strangeness model using string fragmentation implemented into event generator LEPTO. It is demonstrated that the the measurement ofΛ polarization and its dependence on the target polarization can serve as a filter for (un)polarized anti-strangeness distribution function of nucleon.
Introduction
According to QED in the hard charged longitudinally polarized lepton-unpolarized quark scattering l + q → l ′ + q ′ lepton transfers its polarization to final quark. Within the simple parton model description of SIDIS the hadron production in the current fragmentation region is described by independent fragmentation of scattered quark. Then the (anti)quark polarization can be transferred to producedΛ. For unpolarized target the final quark polarization, P q ′ , is related to the beam polarization, P B , by
where D(y) = y(1−y)
1+(1−y) 2 is the depolarization factor. The resultingΛ polarization in this simple approach is given by PΛ = PΛ PB ,0 = D(y)P B q e 2(x)∆DΛe 2(x)DΛ q ,
where subscript in PΛ PB ,PT denotes the beam (P B ) and target (P T ) longitudinal polarization.
Here we are considering onlyΛ longitudinal polarization. The description of Λ polarization is more involved since the target remnant polarized diquark is also participating in polarization transfer. More details and discussion can be found in [2] - [4] .
Within the static SU(6) model the whole spin ofΛ is carried by thes-quark therefore the polarizeds fragmentation function ∆DΛ s = DΛ s and other quarks does not participate in spin transfer. Then for longitudinal (along the virtual photon direction) spin transfer, SΛ X we have
which is nothing else than relative contribution (purity) ofs-quarks inΛ production. More general approach was considered in [2] - [4] . In contrast to the simple independent fragmentation approach in these articles the spin transfer from intrinsic polarized strangeness as well as from target remnant polarized diquark was also taken into account. The calculations were performed using the LUND string fragmentation model for hadronization of state originated after hard scattering. Two different assumptions were considered
• Model A: the spin transfer toΛ or to intermediate heavy hyperons is nonzero only for first rank hyperons,
• Model B: the spin transfer toΛ or to intermediate heavy hyperons is nonzero for all ranks hyperons.
In the following we present the results of our calculations with Model B using the intrinsic strangeness correlation coefficients, c sq , obtained in [3] and assuming cs q = c sq . In Fig. 1 the results of full calculations [4] (using the cuts corresponding to COMPASS data) are presented together with recent data from COMPASS experiment [5] , [6] . On the left panel the upper curve corresponds to SU(6) model for spin transfer from quark to hyperons and lower curve -to Burkardt-Jaffe mechanism [7] . COMPASS data indicate that the SU(6) model better describes the spin transfer. On the right panel the results with SU(6) spin transfer and different choices of PDFs are presented: upper curve corresponds to CTEQ5L, middle dashed curve -to GRV98LO and lower curve to CTEQ5L with strangeness distribution putted equal to zero. First of all one see that when strangeness PDF is switched off the predicted spin transfer becomes negligible. One can see also that the better description is achieved with CTEQ5L PDFs where the strangeness content is higher than in GRV98LO. In is interesting to note that the upper curves on in Fig. 1 are practically repeating the relative contribution ofs-quarks (purity) calculated according to Eq. (3) using the LEPTO MC (see Fig. 2 ). It is well known that the production rate (multiplicity) ofΛ is dominated by the scattering off u-quarks in nucleon. In contrast, as one can see from Eg. 2 and complete calculations in Fig. 1 ands-purity in Fig. 2 theΛ polarization is defined mainly bys distribution. This, the measurements ofΛ polarization in the current fragmentation region of SIDIS can serve as a filter to study the strangeness distribution in nucleon.
Target polarization dependence
In the case of longitudinally polarized target there are two sources of the final quark polarization: the spin transfer from polarized lepton and from polarized target. In this case the independent fragmentation approach predicts
where f stands for the target polarization dilution factor. For COMPASS target the contribution of second term in square brackets in the denominator of the above equation is less than 7% for GRSV [8] or recent DSSV [9] polarized PDFs. Neglecting this term and again assuming the simple SU(6) model for spin transfer one gets
where +P T (−P T ) corresponds to target polarized along (opposite) to beam direction. Thus, with above approximations the contributions of spin transfer from lepton for opposite target polarizations is canceling and we have direct access to the anti-strangeness polarization by measuring ∆PΛ. Comparing Eqs. (5) and (2) we obtain the following simple expression for the anti-strangeness polarization: The same calculated using GRSV PDFs.
As for the unpolarized target case we have done the full calculations of the weighted polarization asymmetry (r.h.s. of Eq. (6)) using the LEPTO MC with COMPASS cuts. I studied also the influence of polarized intrinsic strangeness when hyperons are produced closer (by rank) to the target remnant than to struck quark. The results of this calculations are presented in Fig. 3 where also the polarization of anti-strange quarks (thick continuous line) are presented for for GRSV [8] (right panel) and DSSV [9] (left panel) polarized PDFs. One can remark that in both cases the contribution from intrinsic strangeness is very small in low (x < 0.02) x region for SU(6) choice of quark spin transfer (upper dashed and dot-dashed curves). For BJ model the influence of intrinsic strangeness is more visible.
The important conclusion we get from exploiting these different calculations that the weighted polarization asymmetry is closely following the anti-strangeness polarization ∆s/s. Indeed as one can see in the left panel of Fig. 3 the main new feature of the DSSV strangeness PDF, namely, the change of sign of polarized strangeness distribution at x ≃ 0.03 is showing up also in all considered model calculations.
In spite of considerable experimental efforts and repeated performed global fits during the recent years the (polarized) strangeness distribution in nucleon is still not well defined. Therefore every new measurement which can shed light on this subject is very important.
As we have shown theΛ polarization measurements in SIDIS of polarized leptons off (un)polarized target can serve as a sensitive anti-strangeness filter. The resent results from COMPASS experiment [6] demonstrate, for example, that CTEQ5L PDFs are better describing the data than GRSV one. The preliminary data onΛ polarization dependence on the target polarization were for the first time presented on this workshop [5] . The statistical accuracy of these data is not so good, but there is a hint on the sign change of ∆PΛ.
In conclusion, I would like to stress that new precise data on Λ andΛ production and polarization in (polarized) SIDIS will represent a great interest to include in global fit for extraction of (un)polarized PDFs and also for deeper understanding of nonperturbative hadronization mechanisms.
